Dimensionality can have a profound impact on stiffness-mediated differentiation of mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs). However, while we have begun to understand cellular response when encapsulated within 3D substrates, the behavior of cells within macro-porous substrates is relatively underexplored. The goal of this study was to determine the influence of macro-porous topographies on stiffness-mediated differentiation of MSCs. We developed macro-porous recombinant elastin-like protein (ELP) substrates that allow independent control of mechanical properties and ligand chemistry. We then used computational modeling to probe the impact of pore topography on the mechanical stimulus that cells are exposed to within these substrates, and finally we investigated stiffness induced biases towards adipogenic and osteogenic differentiation of MSCs within macro-porous substrates. Computational modeling revealed that there is significant heterogeneity in the mechanical stimuli that cells are exposed to within porous substrates and that this heterogeneity is predominantly due to the wide range of possible cellular orientations within the pores. Surprisingly, MSCs grown within 3D porous substrates respond to increasing substrate stiffness by up-regulating both osteogenesis and adipogenesis. These results demonstrate that within porous substrates the behavior of MSCs diverges from previously observed responses to substrate stiffness, emphasizing the importance of topography as a determinant of cellular behavior.
Introduction
Mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) are a heterogeneous population of multipotent cells, isolated from bone marrow, which have the ability to differentiate into bone, cartilage, or fat cells [1e3] . These cells have been demonstrated to be an important component of the innate regenerative ability of connective tissues, in addition to playing significant roles in immunomodulation and maintenance of the haematopoietic stem cell niche [2] . Due to their differentiation potential and contribution to physiological regeneration, MSCs are frequently utilized in tissue engineering and regenerative medicine. However, for effective clinical translation of MSC-based therapies, it is crucial to achieve robust control of differentiation specificity. Traditionally, biochemical cues have been thought to be the main factor controlling differentiation [4] . However, over the last decade the importance of mechanical stimulus has attracted much interest, with numerous studies exploring the sensitivity of MSC differentiation to the stiffness of the underlying substrate or matrix [5e10] . Accordingly, a comprehensive understanding of the response of MSCs to substrate stiffness is a key aspect to advancing MSC-based tissue engineering therapies.
The mechanosensitivity of MSCs has been long established, and in particular substrate stiffness has been revealed to direct several aspects of MSC behavior, including proliferation, spreading, migration and differentiation [5,11e13] . In the latter case, multiple studies have observed that MSCs will differentiate towards adipogenic lineages on relatively soft substrates, while undergoing osteogenic differentiation on stiffer substrates [6e8] . This ability of MSCs to detect and respond to the stiffness of the underlying substrate is thought to be derived from the resistance a cell experiences as it applies tension to the extracellular matrix (ECM) through the actin cytoskeleton [14, 15] . Interestingly, modeling of this process has revealed that the mechanical resistance experienced by cells is not solely dependent on the stiffness of the substrate material and that the properties of cell-adhesive ligands presented by the substrate also define the mechanical resistance to cellular tension [16e18]. These models have been supported by experimental data revealing that MSC response to substrate stiffness is mediated by ligand identity and density, demonstrating that the interplay between these properties must be considered in any investigation of cell response to substrate stiffness [18e21].
While we have learned much about the roles of substrate stiffness and ligand chemistry in directing MSC fate, it is notable that the majority of these studies have been carried out using two dimensional (2D) substrates. In the few studies that have explored MSC behavior in three dimensional (3D) environments, it has been observed that MSCs encapsulated within hydrogels respond to stiffness in a significantly different fashion to cells upon 2D substrates [10, 22, 23] . Most notably, encapsulated cells appear to require the capacity to remodel their surrounding environment; either through cell-mediated degradation or substrate viscoelasticity, in order to generate sufficient tension to allow mechanotransduction [10, 22, 24] . Khetan et al. observed that when MSCs were encapsulated within non-degradable hyaluronic acid (HA) hydrogels, only adipogenic differentiation was observed irrespective of stiffness (4.4e91 kPa) [22] . However, when degradable sequences were introduced to the hydrogels, osteogenic differentiation was observed. Furthermore, Huebsch et al. found that when MSCs were encapsulated within alginate hydrogels with moduli ranging from 1.5 to 110 kPa they responded similar to 2D studies, in that adipogenic differentiation decreased and osteogenic differentiation increased as the hydrogel stiffness increased [10] . However, follow up work by Chaudhuri et al. revealed that the viscoelastic properties of alginate were key to enabling this response [24] .
Although we have begun to understand some of the differences in cell response to stiffness when encapsulated within homogeneous 3D environments, the behavior of cells within 3D macroporous scaffolds (i.e. materials containing pore sizes on the order of tens to hundreds of microns) is relatively underexplored. Compared to nano-porous materials, macro-porous scaffolds are often advantageous for clinical translation, as they enable rapid nutrient flux throughout the transplant and promote the migration of both transplanted and endogenous cells [25e27]. These substrates have some similarities to 2D substrates, as remodeling of the substrate is not required for cell motility. However, the presentation of matrix stimuli within porous substrates takes on an extra layer of complexity, as the topography of the pores presents a non-uniform mechanical environment while allowing the cells to spread in several planes at once [28e32]. Consequently, mechanotransduction in such environments is likely to differ from what has been observed to date [28, 33] .
As a result of this fundamental gap in knowledge, there is a significant need for the development of novel 3D macro-porous substrates that allow independent control of stiffness and ligand chemistry to enable investigation of MSC response to substrate stiffness in macro-porous environments. Recombinant elastin-like proteins (ELPs) provide an ideal material for carrying out such studies, as their structure can be controlled at the level of the amino acid peptide sequence, allowing control of ligand identity and density without significantly altering the mechanics of the material [34e36]. Furthermore, ELPs have been demonstrated to be cytocompatible, biodegradable, and exhibit less potential for batchto-batch variation in comparison to harvested, naturally occurring proteins [34, 37] . The Young's moduli of ELP hydrogels has been previously tuned from 0.5 to 50 kPa by altering both the hydrogel weight % and crosslinking density [38] . Additionally, the LCST behavior of ELPs significantly streamlines purification in comparison to alternative recombinant protein designs [35] . Without the explicit addition of a cell-adhesive ligand within the primary amino acid sequence, ELP hydrogels are relatively resistant to cell adhesion and spreading [35, 39, 40] . Here we chose to use ELPs containing either RGD or YIGSR cell-adhesive ligands. RGD is widely used to functionalize hydrogels in studies of mechanotransduction, while previous work has demonstrated that MSCs respond to stiffness differently upon substrates presenting YIGSR instead of RGD [21] .
With this in mind, the overall goal of this study was to investigate the role of substrate stiffness and ligand chemistry in guiding stem cell fate within 3D macro-porous substrates. The specific objectives were (1) to develop novel, macro-porous ELP substrates that allow independent control of substrate stiffness and ligand chemistry, (2) to use computational models to define the complex mechanical environment within the macro-porous substrates, and (3) to investigate the role of substrate stiffness and ligand identity on osteogenic and adipogenic differentiation of human MSCs within these substrates.
Materials and methods

Design, synthesis and purification of recombinant ELPs
Plasmids encoding for ELPs containing either the cell-adhesive ligand RGD (ELP-RGD) or a scrambled non-adhesive sequence (ELP-RDG) were acquired from stocks constructed previously [35] . Recombinant ELP-YIGSR was designed by replacing the celladhesive sequence of ELP-RGD with an extended cell-adhesive sequence from the laminin beta one chain (minimal adhesive peptide sequence is YIGSR) and the 5e6 amino acids proceeding and following this sequence (Fig. 1A) , in order to facilitate conformational flexibility and present a secondary structure that potentially mimics the natural presentation of the adhesive sequence [41] . Additionally, serine was substituted for cysteine residues in the flanking sequences to avoid previously reported changes in the lower critical solution temperature (LCST) behavior of YIGSRcontaining ELP peptides and allow purification by inverse temperature cycling [42] . Plasmids encoding for ELP-YIGSR were purchased (Genscript, NJ, USA) and verified by sequencing (Quintarabio, CA, USA).
All ELPs were recombinantly expressed and purified as previously reported [36, 42] . Briefly, a plasmid encoding the specific ELP sequence of interest was transformed into an Escherichia coli host (BL21(DE3)pLysS, ThermoFisher) and expression was induced by activating the T7-lac promoter with isopropyl b-D-1 thiogalactopyranoside (Sigma-Aldrich). After growth, the cells were lysed by alternating freeze/thaw cycles, and the ELP was purified by 3 cycles of centrifugation at alternating temperatures (4 C and 37 C), utilizing the LCST behavior of ELPs. The final supernatant was then dialyzed against deionized H 2 O, lyophilized, and stored at 4 C. Typical un-optimized protein yields were 83e166 mg/L. The purity of all recombinant proteins was confirmed using protein electrophoresis gels. Additionally, in order to verify the sequence integrity of the purified ELP-YIGSR, amino acid analysis was performed by the Molecular Structure Facility at the University of California, Davis.
Fabrication of ELP substrates
To produce non-porous hydrogel substrates, ELP solutions were covalently crosslinked using tetrakis (hydroxymethyl) phosphonium chloride (THPC, Sigma-Aldrich) [43] . Briefly, solutions were prepared containing 62.5 and 125 mg/mL ELP in 1Â PBS at 4 C. These solutions were then mixed with a THPC crosslinking solution to produce hydrogels with a final concentration of 5 wt% and 10 wt % ELP. Control of mechanical properties was achieved by varying the molar ratio of the THPC reactive groups to the amine groups within the ELPs (0.5:1 & 1.25:1 Reactive Groups:Amine Groups).
Following mixing, 110 mL of these solutions were pipetted into polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) molds (well Ø 7 mm) and the crosslinking reaction was allowed to take place for 1 h at room temperature. The ligand density of the hydrogels was controlled by blending adhesive ELPs (ELP-RGD or ELP-YIGSR) with non-adhesive ELP-RDG to maintain a ligand density of 0.5 mM which is similar to previous studies of MSC response to substrate stiffness [26, 36, 44] .
In order to produce macro-porous substrates, ELP solutions were gelled around a sacrificial template (Fig. 1B ) of 100 mm poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) microspheres (Cospheric, CA, USA) [30, 32, 45] . Briefly, 70 mg of microspheres were loaded into 7 mm diameter wells within a polytetrafluoroethylene mold and agitated to introduce a close packed order. ELP solutions were then prepared as previously described and 46 mL of ELP solution was pipetted on top of each template, and the mold was then Fig. 1 . Porous ELP substrate design, fabrication and biocompatibility. A) ELP peptide sequences were designed with modular repeats of bioactive and elastin-like regions. The bioactive domains used in this study were an extended RGD adhesive sequence from fibronectin, an extended YIGSR adhesive sequence from laminin and a non-adhesive scrambled RDG sequence. B) A schematic of the sacrificial templating technique used to fabricate porous ELP substrates. C) An SEM image of an ELP substrate illustrating the complete removal of PMMA microspheres from the structure. The partial collapse of the structure is due to necessary dehydration of the sample prior to imaging. D) A confocal image of the hydrated pore structure of the ELP substrates. E) A representative image of live (green) and dead (red) hMSCs 24 h post seeding illustrating that cell viability on ELP substrates is not compromised by the sacrificial templating technique. F) hMSC attachment spans across pores within the porous ELP substrates (actin ¼ red, nucleus/ELP ¼ blue). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
centrifuged to perfuse the templates (3 min, 1500 rpm, 4 C) with the ELP solution. After gelation, the hydrogels were washed in tetrahydrofuran (THF) to dissolve the microspheres (3 changes per day for 3 days). Following the final wash, the hydrogels were rinsed using 70% ethanol under sterile conditions (x 3), gradually rehydrated in sterile phosphate buffered saline (PBS) and stored at 4 C until further use.
Pore structure characterization
Variable-Pressure Scanning Electron Microscopy (VP-SEM) was used to confirm removal of the sacrificial porogens following solvent washing. Prior to imaging, the samples were fixed using 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) and washed in deionized H 2 O. Hydrated samples were then imaged at x 250 magnification using a VP-SEM (Hitachi S-3400N) operated at 15 kV, 50 Pa. The porosity of the substrates was required to build computational models and as an input for the Gibson-Ashby model of the elastic modulus of cellular solids [46] . Non-porous and macro-porous substrates were prepared as described previously. The substrate dimensions were measured in a hydrated state, and samples were then flash frozen at À80 C, lyophilized and weighed. The porosity of the macroporous substrates was then calculated from the ratio of the porous and non-porous substrate densities. The pore size of the substrates was then measured in order to determine if it was altered by changes in the crosslinking ratio and wt.% ELP. Macroporous substrates were visualized by staining with a 10 mM solution of NTA-FITC (N925000, Toronto Research Chemicals, ON, Canada) for 1 h followed by three PBS washes. The substrates were then imaged in a hydrated state using a confocal microscope (Leica SPE). The average pore size (diameter) was quantified from automatically thresholded images using the analyze particles tool in ImageJ (National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD, USA) for each image (n > 50 pores/substrate, n ¼ 4 substrates/group, pores at image edges were excluded).
Uniaxial compression testing
Compressive testing was used to determine the effect of wt.% ELP, crosslinking and ligand chemistry on the Young's modulus of non-porous ELP substrates. Mechanical testing of the samples was carried out using a rheometer (TA Instruments AR-G2, DE, USA) with the ability to perform uniaxial compression tests. Samples were hydrated in PBS for 1 h at 37 C before testing, and tests were carried out in a bath of PBS on a temperature controlled stage set to 37 C. Testing was conducted at a strain rate of 10 mm/s. The modulus was defined as the slope of the linear region of the stressstrain curve (n ¼ 3).
Computational modeling of local mechanics
Due to the topographical complexity of porous substrates, experimental quantification of the local stiffness presented by the pore surfaces is problematic (this is expanded upon in section 3.2) [32] . Consequently, computational models were used to replicate the pore structure of the substrates and determine the non-uniform distribution of local resistance to cellular tension over the surface of a pore.
Model development
To replicate the ordered structure produced through the porogen-leaching process, this analysis considered an idealized 3D substrate architecture, consisting of repeating units of spherical pores in a face-centered cubic arrangement (Fig. 3B) . The pore diameter of the substrate was d ¼ 100 mm, while the porosity of the substrate was 60%. The analysis considered a structure that consisted of 3 Â 3 Â 3 repeating unit-cells, which was embedded in a homogenized medium to avoid boundary effects. As the purpose of this analysis was to characterize the spatial variation of stiffness within the substrate, we considered a number of possible focal adhesion (FA) positions throughout 1/16 of the unit-cell (Fig. 3B ). Due to symmetry of the unit-cell, these potential locations of FAs are sufficient to describe the spatial stiffness variation throughout the entire substrate. Each substrate model was discretized using approximately 450,000 10-noded tetrahedral elements (C3D10) and solved within the framework of small deformation theory using the ABAQUS finite element code (Simulia, RI, USA). The spatial variation of local stiffness was determined by applying a series of unit micron-displacements to the circular cell-attachment sites, located on the interior surface of each substrate. This represented the local deformation at the cell-substrate interface due to the cellular contractility. Furthermore, in order to replicate the wide ranges of cellular orientations observed in 3D macro-porous substrates, the displacements were applied in both normal and shear orientations with respect to the pore surface [47] . Local stiffness (k L , N/m) values were evaluated from the reaction forces generated at control points for each cell attachment site. Further details and validation of this model are provided in Supplementary Information.
Equivalent modulus
A further difficulty arises in interpreting the results of the computational models. The local resistance a cell senses when generating tension against a material is a spring constant (k L , N/m) and this is the stimulus captured by our models. However, the majority of experimental work on this topic has reported either the Young's modulus of the material (E M ) or the porous substrate (E P ). Therefore, in order to enable direct comparisons between our work and that of others, we calculate an equivalent modulus (E Eq ), which depicts the local stiffness from our models as the Young's modulus that an equivalent 2D planar substrate would possess:
where r is the size of a focal adhesion (1 mm) [48] . This is adapted from the work of Ghibaudo et al., who used an equivalent modulus to compare the spring constant stiffness of micro-pillar substrates to the Young's modulus of planar substrates [48] . It is important to note that we are not suggesting that the properties of the material are changing within the porous substrates, we are merely characterizing the mechanical resistance presented to the cells in a manner that allows direct comparison to studies utilizing Young's modulus as a measure of 2D substrate stiffness.
hMSC culture and seeding
For LIVE/DEAD experiments, human MSCs (hMSCs) were purchased from Lonza (MD, USA) and expanded as described below. For differentiation experiments, bone marrow aspirates were obtained from the iliac crest of healthy human donors with informed consent and approved by the Clinical Research Ethical Committee at University College Hospital, Galway. MSCs were isolated by direct plating, expanded in culture, and tested for multi-lineage differentiation potential prior to use as described previously [49, 50] . All experiments were carried out with four individual MSC isolations. Cells were expanded in standard hMSC growth medium, i.e. lowglucose DMEM (Sigma-Aldrich) supplemented with 10% FBS (Labtech) and 1% penicillin/streptomycin (Sigma-Aldrich) and maintained at 37 C and 5% CO 2 in a humidified incubator. Cells were expanded to passage 5 for all experiments. Cells were then detached using 0.25% trypsin-EDTA acid (Sigma-Aldrich) and suspended at 10 7 cells/mL. Macro-porous hydrogels were placed into 12-well tissue culture plates and the top surface of each of the substrates was seeded with 10 mL of the cell suspension (1 Â 10 5 cells). The plates were then placed in an incubator for 15 min to allow initial cell attachment. The substrates were then turned over and the opposite surface was seeded with 10 mL of the cell suspension and incubated for a further 15 min. After the second incubation period, 2.5 mL of supplemented medium was added to each well and the plates were returned to the incubator. Both culture flasks and seeded substrates were cultured in a humidified atmosphere at 37 C and 5% CO 2 . Experiments were carried out using the growth medium as described above or mixed induction medium (1:1 adipogenic:osteogenic induction media) which was growth medium supplemented with 250 mM IBMX, 25 mM indomethacin, 5 mg/mL insulin, 25 mg/mL ascorbic acid, 100 nM dexamethasone, and 5 mM beglycerophosphate [7, 8, 51 ].
Cell viability and morphology
A LIVE/DEAD assay kit (Life Technologies) was used to determine the impact of the porogen leaching technique on cell viability. Porous substrates (1.25:1 Reactive Groups:Amine Groups, 10 wt% ELP, 0.5 mM RGD) were seeded at a density of 6 Â 10 5 cells/substrate, and the assay was performed at 24 h post-seeding according to the manufacturer's instructions. Images were captured using a confocal microscope and analyzed using ImageJ software. Additionally, cellular morphology within the substrates was visualized at this time point. Samples were fixed using 10% paraformaldehyde and stained with 6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI, 2 mg/mL, Sigma-Aldrich) to visualize cell nuclei and with rhodamineconjugated phalloidin (1:200 dilution, Sigma-Aldrich) to visualize F-actin.
Quantitative analysis of hMSC differentiation
hMSC differentiation after 7 days of culture was assessed through quantification of osteogenic (alkaline phosphatase) and adipogenic (triglyceride content) markers normalized to DNA content. Hydrogel samples were washed (x 3) in sterile PBS, transferred to tubes containing 0.5 mL of lysis buffer (10 mM Tris, 1 mM MgCl 2 , 20 mM ZnCl 2 , and 0.02% Triton X-100 in DI H 2 O), and put through three freeze/thaw cycles to complete cell lysis. Following this, the double stranded DNA content of the lysate was quantified using a PicoGreen assay kit (Quant-iT PicoGreen dsDNA assay kit, Life Technologies) according to the manufacturer's instructions. Intracellular alkaline phosphatase (ALP) activity was assayed using 4-MUP reagent (Sigma-Aldrich) with calf intestinal ALP (Sigma-Aldrich) used as a standard [52] . Total triglyceride content was assayed using a triglyceride determination kit (SigmaAldrich) following the manufacturer's instructions and using glycerol as a standard [53, 54] .
Statistical analysis
Results are expressed as mean and standard deviation. One-way and two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) followed by Tukey's multiple comparison tests were used to evaluate the results when appropriate using R (The R Foundation). Statistical significance was indicated by *, ** or *** corresponding to p 0.05, 0.01 or 0.001 respectively. hMSC differentiation data was obtained from 4 independent experiments using different donors, with each individual experiment containing n ¼ 3 independent technical replicates per stiffness and medium type.
Results and discussion
Sacrificial templating produces porous ELP substrates with independently tunable mechanics and ligand chemistry
Both substrate stiffness and ligand chemistry contribute to the mechanical resistance that is sensed by adherent cells [18, 19] . Therefore, our first goal was to fabricate porous substrates that allow independent control of these properties. This necessitated the use of a material that could facilitate modulation of mechanical properties over a wide range and incorporation of multiple different ligand chemistries. Furthermore, we required a fabrication technique that resulted in uniform pore architecture, as we aimed to use computational modeling to characterize the effect of the pore architecture on the mechanics sensed by cells. With this in mind, we sought to demonstrate that sacrificial templating could produce cytocompatible ELP substrates with a uniform pore architecture and independently tunable stiffness and ligand chemistry.
Three ELP variants (Fig. 1A) were expressed and purified using established protocols, with protein yields similar to previously reported data (83e166 mg/L) [35] . The novel ELP-YIGSR peptide was successfully produced, and substitution of the cysteine residues resulted in the ability to purify this ELP variant through the inverse temperature cycling process, avoiding the previously reported requirement to use His-tag separation with nickel affinity columns and resulting in higher protein yields [42] . Furthermore, the amino acid content of the purified ELP-YIGSR reflected the composition calculated from the plasmid sequence (Table 1 ). This ligand chemistry was used as an alternative to RGD and allowed investigation of the effect of ligand chemistry on stiffness directed MSC differentiation.
SEM and confocal imaging of the porous substrates revealed that the sacrificial porogen fabrication technique (Fig. 1B) was successful in producing a uniform architecture with open, interconnected pores (Fig. 1C&D) . The substrates had a porosity of 59.8%, which is within the range of porosities that have been previously reported using similar templating techniques (55e85%) and as expected is less than the theoretical porosity of perfectly close packed structures (74%) [30, 32, 45, 55] . Furthermore, analysis of LIVE/DEAD staining showed no evidence of toxicity after leaching of the (Fig. 1E) . Interestingly, images of cell attachment within the pores show cells taking up morphologies that span across individual pores and not just along individual pore walls (Fig. 1F) . Similar behavior has been previously observed within freeze-dried collagen scaffolds [47, 56] . Providing the cells with an environment which could potentially support this type of spanning cell attachment motivated our initial design choice of 100 mm pores, in addition to the widespread use of this pore size in regenerative medicine [26e28] . Following the successful fabrication of porous substrates, we assessed the capacity to modulate their mechanical properties over a range suitable for investigation of MSC response to substrate stiffness. Compressive testing of non-porous ELP hydrogels revealed that the Young's modulus of the ELP hydrogel material could be controlled in a range of 0.5e50.3 kPa by altering both the crosslinking ratio and the wt.% ELP (Fig. 2A) . This range is similar to those previously used in the literature to investigate MSC response to substrate stiffness [5, 8, 26] . Furthermore, modifying the celladhesive ligand identity (RGD vs. YIGSR) or ligand density (0.5 vs. 1 mM RGD) of the ELP substrates was found to have no significant effects on the mechanics of the substrates (Fig. 2B ). This result agrees with previous studies in our laboratory, which have demonstrated that the ligand chemistry and mechanics of our ELP substrates can be independently tuned [35, 36] . While the effect of ligand density on cellular behavior was not explored in this study, these data indicate that future studies focusing on this aspect of mechanotransduction can make use of these substrates. Finally, varying the ELP formulation to produce substrates with stiffness ranging from 0.5 to 50.3 kPa was not found to have a significant effect on the pore diameter of the substrates, which at 95.3e106.6 mm closely matched the diameter of the PMMA microspheres (Fig. 2C) . Previous work by Marklein et al. has reported an increase in pore size (270e310 mm) as stiffness decreased (7.4e1 kPa), which was thought to be due to swelling of the minimally crosslinked gels [30] . This minor discrepancy between our data and that of Marklein et al. is likely due to the differences in the swelling behavior of the peptides and the crosslinking mechanisms used in the two studies. Furthermore, our previous studies of ELP hydrogel swelling have demonstrated no statistically significant differences in swelling behavior across this range of mechanical properties [38] .
Taken together, these results demonstrate that sacrificial templating can be successfully used to produce porous ELP substrates that possess highly uniform architecture and show no evidence of cytotoxicity. Furthermore, the mechanical properties of the substrates are tunable in a range that is relevant to studies of cellular mechanotransduction and unaffected by alterations to the ligand chemistry. The highly customizable nature of these substrates makes them both ideal for investigations of cell-matrix interactions in 3D environments and potentially suitable for a wide range of applications in regenerative medicine.
Computational modeling reveals significant heterogeneity in the mechanical stimulus presented by porous substrates
Arguably, the main challenge in investigating the response of cells to stiffness in porous substrates is quantification of the mechanical stimulus to which cells are exposed. In the case of 2D substrates, the stiffness that cells experience is largely a function of the material properties alone. However, within porous substrates, cells adhere to and migrate through the internal pore surfaces, which have varying degrees of support (boundary conditions) and thickness [32] . It is the local stiffness of these regions that define the mechanical environment that cells sense, which is non-uniform and a function of both the material properties and the pore topography. Furthermore, while cells generate out of plane tensions upon 2D substrates, the distinctive orientations that cells can adopt within porous substrates (Fig. 1F ) make it possible for the majority of cellular tension to be applied normal to the substrate surface [57e59]. As stiffness is dependent on the angle of the tensile force with respect to the substrate surface, cellular orientation can consequently result in further differences in stiffness sensed between 2D and 3D environments. To date, studies utilizing porous substrates have used either the Young's modulus of the substrate material or the modulus of the porous substrate as a measure of the stimuli that cells experience (Fig. 3A) [30, 32, 60] . Neither of these proxies capture the non-uniform nature of the local stiffness that cells are exposed to within porous substrates. Unfortunately, there are significant difficulties in making experimental measurements of the local stiffness within porous substrates [32] . Measurement of the local stiffness would require probing shear and normal stiffness at multiple points upon the internal surface of intact pores, which is not feasible with standard atomic force microscopy. Furthermore, passive microrheology measurement techniques, which do not require direct physical contact, only quantify the intrinsic moduli of the material rather than the local stiffness [61] . With this in mind, Fig. 2 . ELP mechanical properties and pore size. A) The Young's moduli of non-porous ELP substrates can be controlled by altering both the wt.% ELP and the molar ratio of the THPC reactive groups to the lysine within the ELPs. B) The Young's modulus of nonporous ELP substrates is not affected by alterations in ligand chemistry achieved through mixing the different ELP peptides. C) The average pore diameter of the macroporous ELP substrates was not affected by changes in the Young's modulus of the hydrogels. Results are expressed as mean and standard deviation. One-way (B&C) and two-way (A) analysis of variance (ANOVA) followed by Tukey's multiple comparison tests were used to evaluate the results.
*** p < 0.001.
we developed computational models to determine the local stiffness within the porous substrates used in this study. Shown in Fig. 3C is the distribution of the stiffness determined for the substrate architecture throughout the 1/16th section of the substrate surface, where the local stiffness ranged from 51.64 to 72.35 pN/nm in shear and 110.88e134.25 pN/nm in a normal orientation. Fig. 3D shows a box plot of the resulting stiffness and the equivalent modulus calculated from these values. As noted in section 2.5.2, the equivalent modulus presents the local stiffness output by our models as the Young's modulus that an equivalent 2D planar substrate would possess. The upper bound in Fig. 3D is calculated based on the material modulus of the substrate (E M ¼ 50 kPa), while the lower bound was determined based on the modulus of the porous substrate (E P ¼ 6.06 kPa). The median equivalent modulus is 46.27 kPa in shear and 89.27 kPa normal to the substrate surface. These data suggest that the local mechanical stimulus presented by our porous substrates is aligned closer to the material-level behavior, rather than the mechanical behavior of the porous structure. However, given that the equivalent moduli range from 0.92 to 1.8 times the material modulus, the use of material properties as a proxy does not capture the heterogeneity in stimuli resulting from the various cellular orientations that are possible in 3D. It is worth noting that the shear and normal cases that we have modeled serve as minimum and maximum values respectively; cells are exposed to a range of stimuli between these values depending on their orientation. Interestingly, the location of cellular traction within the pore topography had a relatively smaller impact on the distribution of stiffness values sensed by cells. In shear, the quartile values were within 10% of the median, while the normal stiffness values were within 2% of the median. This indicates that for the substrates under investigation in this study, cellular orientation rather than topography is the main source of heterogeneity in the mechanical resistance sensed by cells.
The results presented in Fig. 3D were then extrapolated upon to build the dataset in Table 2 , which reports the mechanics of the particular porous substrates developed in this study and carried forward to our investigation of hMSC response to stiffness. The substrates developed in this study have median equivalent modulus values ranging from 0.46 to 46.9 kPa in shear and 0.89e89 kPa in a normal orientation, which is suitable for investigation of the relationship between stiffness and hMSC differentiation [5, 7, 8, 26] . Similarly, the median local stiffness values also compare well with previous studies suggesting that cells are sensitive to stiffness in a range of approximately 0.1e100 pN/nm [8, 16, 17] .
In summary, these data represent the first attempt in the literature to explore the relationship between material properties, cellular orientation and local stiffness within porous substrates. Most notably, our models demonstrate that for a substrate with a porosity of 60% and a pore size of 100 mm, there is significant heterogeneity in the mechanical stimuli that cells are exposed to and that this heterogeneity is predominantly due to the range of cellular orientations that are possible within such pores. It is important to note that the relationships described here are expected to be dependent on both the porosity of the substrates and the specific pore architecture. For example, as the porosity of the substrate increases, it is likely that the local mechanics will move closer to the modulus of the porous substrate and that the range of stiffness values presented within a pore will also increase. Likewise, as the pore size increases, the range of orientations that cells can adopt with in the pores is likely to diminish, and the mechanical stimuli will become more uniform. However, as the porosity of substrates fabricated from microsphere-based templates is relatively fixed due to the physics of packing spheres, the results presented here have applicability to a wide range of studies using similar fabrication techniques. It is envisioned that future work will investigate the relationship between porosity and local mechanics further.
hMSC differentiation within porous substrates differs significantly from 2D observations
Having characterized the porous ELP substrates and developed a model for relating material properties to local stiffness, we next set out to investigate the interplay between stiffness and ligand Fig. 3 . The computational framework used to determine local stiffness values within porous substrates. A) Material modulus can be determined through uniaxial compression testing, while the modulus of the porous substrate can be derived from the porosity (P) and the material modulus using the Gibson-Ashby cellular solid model [46] . However, currently no relationship exists to define the local stiffness at the pore surfaces. B) The model considered attachment points on a 1/16 symmetry of the repeating unit cell. Unit micron displacements in both shear and normal orientations (U n & U s ) were then applied to each attachment point and the stiffness (k) was determined based on the reaction force (F) that was generated. C) The spatial variation of shear and normal stiffness across 1/16 of the FCC repeating unit scaffold surface. The stiffness values presented are representative of a substrate with a material modulus of 50 kPa. D) A box plot displaying both the local stiffness and the equivalent modulus presented by a 60% porous substrate with a material modulus of 50 kPa. The dashed lines signify upper-and lower-bound modulus values, which represent the material and porous modulus of the substrate, respectively. chemistry in directing hMSC differentiation within porous substrates. The typical behavior of hMSCs is to transition from favoring adipogenic differentiation to favoring osteogenic differentiation as substrate stiffness increases [6e8,19] . Additionally, several studies have demonstrated that ligand chemistry can alter cellular perception of substrate stiffness [18e21]. However, these trends have predominantly been established using cells grown on top of 2D substrates. In view of the impact of pore structure on local mechanics demonstrated by our models, there is a need to investigate stiffness directed differentiation within porous substrates. Accordingly, hMSCs from 4 donors were seeded upon porous ELP substrates, which were prepared with 3 different material moduli (0.5, 15 and 50 kPa) and 2 different ligand chemistries (0.5 mM RGD or 0.5 mM YIGSR). DNA, ALP, and triglyceride content were then assayed at 14 days post seeding in order to gauge the relative levels of osteogenic and adipogenic differentiation. Additionally, it should be noted that following the conventional experimental design within the field, all experiments were performed in both growth media and mixed induction media conditions (50:50 adipogenic:osteogenic media supplements) [7, 8, 10, 51] .
The DNA content within porous substrates is a function of both cellular attachment and proliferation post attachment. Previous studies have observed that increased stiffness can result in an increase in both initial attachment (sometimes termed seeding efficiency) and proliferation within porous substrates [30, 62] . In agreement with these observations, we observed significantly higher DNA content when the material modulus increased from 0.5 to 50 kPa (Fig. 4CeD, Donor 3&4 ). However, this result was donor dependent, with half of the donors exhibiting no significant relationship between DNA content and stiffness (Fig. 4AeB, Donor  1&2) . Additionally, alterations to the ligand chemistry and media type were found to have no effect on this result.
ALP, an enzyme that plays a role in tissue mineralization, was used as an indicator of osteogenic differentiation. Agreeing with previous studies, we found increases in ALP activity as the stiffness increased, with significant increases observed on both the 16 and 50 kPa substrates in comparison to the 0.5 kPa substrates (average increase 4.0-fold and 4.6-fold respectively, Fig. 5AeD ) [8, 26] . No significant differences in ALP activity between the 16 and 50 kPa substrates were observed. This response was largely consistent across the four donors, with only one donor showing no response. For the most part, changes to the ligand chemistry had no effect on ALP activity. The notable exception is donor 4, where significantly higher ALP activity was observed upon the RGD substrates in comparison to the YIGSR substrates. Interestingly, normalization of ALP activity to DNA content abolished any relationship between substrate stiffness and ALP activity, with only one donor showing a significant increase in normalized ALP activity with increasing stiffness (Fig. 5EeH) .
The total triglyceride content within the samples was assayed in order to quantify the increase in lipid content that would be expected with adipogenic differentiation (Fig. 6) [53, 54] . The data in Fig. 6 is taken from substrates cultured in mixed induction media, as triglyceride levels were negligible in samples cultured in growth media. Similar to the ALP data, we observed significant increases in triglyceride content on both the 16 and 50 kPa substrates in comparison to the 0.5 kPa substrates (average increase 3.5-fold and 4.4-fold respectively, Fig. 6AeD ). Again, there were no differences in triglyceride content between the 16 and 50 kPa substrates, and no differences were observed between RGD and YIGSR presenting substrates. Additionally, normalization of triglyceride content to DNA also abrogated any effect of stiffness, with only donor 1 displaying consistent increases in normalized triglyceride content with increasing stiffness (Fig. 6EeH) .
Taken together, we have observed significant increases in both ALP activity and triglyceride content as the substrate stiffness increases that disappear when the data is normalized to DNA content. Normalization of differentiation markers to DNA with MSCs can be problematic due to the heterogeneous nature of MSC isolations. There are multiple sub-populations of hMSCs within an individual preparation, which have disparate capacities for both proliferation and biases in differentiation towards specific lineages [63e65]. It has been noted that the inherent heterogeneity of MSCs may cause bulk observations to mask the behavior of subpopulations [64, 66] . Additionally, the non-uniform nature of mechanical stimuli within these macro-porous substrates is likely to further amplify this divergent behavior. As a result of these issues, the lack of significant differences observed in the normalized and aggregate data is not surprising. In the future, the use of new technologies that allow single cell analysis of gene and protein expression may overcome Table 2 The mechanical properties of the porous substrates used in this study. The material modulus is taken from uniaxial compression testing while the porous and local properties are extrapolated from the computational model. this limitation and provide insight into the behavior of MSCs in macro-porous substrates [66] . Nevertheless, it is notable that we have observed statistically significant increases in both osteogenic and adipogenic differentiation markers in conditions where there are no significant increases in DNA content (0.5 kPa vs. 16 kPa, 3 out 4 donors). Furthermore, the lack of additional increases in expression of differentiation markers as the stiffness increases beyond 16 kPa (excluding donor 2) is consistent with previous reports that have observed nonlinear behavior in cellular responses to substrate stiffness [10, 16, 17, 26] . It should be noted that previous studies also have observed an eventual decrease in differentiation markers as the stiffness increases further, typically in a range of 90e100 kPa [10, 26] . The non-linear nature of cellular response to stiffness may be due to a limit in the cellular capacity to biochemically respond to the mechanical stimulus and/or a limit in the capacity of cells to generate traction against a substrate [16, 17] . While differences in the materials and architectures used here make direct comparisons difficult, this nonlinear behavior nevertheless demonstrates that researchers should be cautious in both selecting an appropriate range of stiffness and extrapolating linear behavior from datasets that are limited in the range of stiffness values investigated. Although we observed a significant correlation between stiffness and expression of differentiation markers, changing the ligand chemistry from RGD to YIGSR had no effect. Previous work has demonstrated that these ligands can have disparate effects on the mechanics of cellular transduction of substrate stiffness [16, 17] . However, this effect may to be subtle in comparison to the changes in material properties achieved through altering the crosslinking ratio and peptide wt.%. It has also been suggested that particular ligands can activate signaling pathways that upregulate differentiation towards specific lineages [20, 21] . For example, significant increases in osteogenic differentiation markers were observed by Frith et al. for cells on 2D substrates presenting RGD but not upon substrates presenting YIGSR [21] . While we did not observe similar results here, it is important to note that previous work has found that cellular response to ligands in 2D is a poor predictor of behavior in 3D [20] . Notably, the ligand DGEA only enhanced osteogenic differentiation of MSCs when they were encapsulated within 3D hydrogels presenting the ligand and not when they were seeded upon 2D substrates [20] . Similarly, cellular interaction with YIGSR may be enhanced by 3D presentation, potentially explaining why we did not observe similar behavior to Frith et al.
ELP
Collectively, these results indicate surprising differences in the response of hMSCs to substrate stiffness in porous environments relative to 2D planar substrates. While the increase in osteogenic commitment with increasing stiffness agrees with prior observations, we also observed a concurrent increase in adipogenic differentiation with stiffness, conflicting with previous reports in the literature. Though porous substrates expose cells to a wide range of mechanical stimuli for a given material modulus, this does not explain the increased levels of adipogenesis observed in our experiments, as upon the stiffest substrates the lower range of local stiffness is still significantly higher than what has been previously observed to induce adipogenic differentiation. It is worth noting that the mechanical environment is not the only parameter that changes with the move from 2D substrates to 3D porous substrates. It is reasonable to expect that the associated changes in cell shape, cell-cell interactions, and nutrient diffusion may also be affecting the differentiation of hMSCs within these porous substrates [13, 25, 33, 67] . Notably, high levels of cell-cell contact promotes adipogenesis and inhibits osteogenesis [13, 51] . For example, Cosgrove et al. found that hydrogels that present ligands that mimic cell-cell adhesive motifs alter MSC perception of stiffness by increasing the stiffness threshold at which the YAP/TAZ signaling pathway is activated [13] . As YAP/TAZ translocation is thought to be required for stiffness-directed osteogenic differentiation, increasing the threshold at which it is activated suppresses osteogenic differentiation. Macro-porous substrates allow for much greater levels of cell-cell contact in comparison to solid hydrogels, thus offering a possible mechanism behind the increased levels of adipogenesis we have observed. Indeed, a recent study has found that human brown adipose progenitors on relatively stiff (9 kPa) porous substrates show superior adipogenesis in comparison to cells encapsulated within soft (2 kPa) hydrogels [68] . Furthermore, there have been previous observations of changes in substrate properties resulting in parallel increases in both adipogenic and osteogenic differentiation. Tong et al. encapsulated hMSCs within hydrogels that allowed crosslinks and ligands to slide along the peptide backbone, facilitating cell-mediated reorganization of the local environment without enzymatic degradation [69] . The authors observed increased levels of osteogenic and adipogenic differentiation for cells grown on these sliding hydrogels compared to non-sliding hydrogels at the same level of stiffness. This result indicates that conditions that enhance osteogenic differentiation can also be favorable to adipogenic differentiation. Further research is needed to probe the mechanisms behind the concurrent increases in both adipogenic and osteogenic differentiation markers with increasing stiffness. For example, the use of single-cell assays including quantitative immunostaining of differentiation markers would overcome some of the challenges associated with averaging across a heterogeneous cell population [66, 70] . Additionally, the use of advanced microscopy techniques coupled with fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) techniques may allow the relationship between the location of a cell within a pore and the tension it generates to be correlated with differentiation [71, 72] .
Conclusion
Understanding the role of substrate stiffness in guiding differentiation is crucial for the progression of MSC-based regenerative therapies. To that aim, we developed and characterized porous ELP substrates that possess uniform pore architecture, excellent cytocompatibility, and the ability to be fabricated with stiffness values in a range that is suitable for investigating cellular mechanotransduction (0.5e50 kPa). Importantly, the stiffness and ligand chemistry of the substrates were observed to be independently tunable. Furthermore, we have developed a novel framework that takes into account the range of cellular orientations and variable topography within porous substrates to depict the local mechanical stimulus sensed by cells. The results indicate that within such substrates cells are exposed to equivalent moduli ranging from 0.92 to 1.8 times the material modulus and that the heterogeneous nature of the mechanical stimuli is predominantly due to cellular orientation. Importantly, as the pore architecture utilized in this study is widely employed in regenerative medicine, these results have broad applicability. Lastly, we investigated MSC response to the stiffness of porous substrates and observed a surprising concurrent increase in both adipogenic and osteogenic differentiation markers with increasing stiffness. These results demonstrate that within porous substrates the behavior of MSCs diverges from the typical response to stiffness observed upon 2D substrates, emphasizing the importance of topography as a determinant of cellular behavior.
